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Part 1:
3D printing in education



Two main uses

1. Teacher makes manipulatives and visualizations

I E.g. quadric surfaces.

2. Students design and 3D print objects

I How much of the course will be 3D printing related? Either:
I Build course around 3D printing.

- Students learn software, technology, do multiple projects.
I Use 3D printing as an add-on project.

I Do we need a 3D printer ourselves? Either:
I Buy own.

- Requires money, space, maintenance... but fast(ish)
turnaround time.

I Use an online service (e.g. Shapeways.com).
- No startup cost but more expensive per print, higher quality,
more design freedom.
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Why have students learn 3D printing?

I Highly motivating - students get to take home something they
made with their mind.

I Consolidates students’ math skills - use on real world problems.
I 3D printing is perfect for project work, difficult to do in math

otherwise.
I Students self-correct errors: they see that their solution

doesn’t work. (Compare with exams - incorrect answer
"doesn’t matter" and they don’t find out until next week.)

I 3D technology is likely to be highly relevant for future careers.

“The more math you know, the more stuff you can make”
- George Hart
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Use in High School - UK Department of Education report

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/3d-printers-in-schools-uses-in-the-curriculum
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Use in High School - UK Department of Education report

Excerpts
I “Equipping pupils to understand the application and potential

of this new type of technology will be important to helping
prepare them for a world in which similar technologies will be
increasingly commonplace, particularly in STEM contexts.”

I “The 3D printer is ideally suited to project work, where
learning arises naturally as part of an investigation or
construction project.”

I “...the printers had a highly motivational effect on pupils and
most schools reported a greater interest in STEM subjects.”

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/3d-printers-in-schools-uses-in-the-curriculum

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/3d-printers-in-schools-uses-in-the-curriculum


Use in College - Laura Taalman, JMU

http://geekhaus.com/3space
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http://makerhome.blogspot.com
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More from Laura Taalman

http://mathgrrl.com/hacktastic/
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Use in College - Chris Hanusa, Queens College, CUNY
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Use in College - Dave Bachman, Pitzer College



More from Dave Bachman
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More from Dave Bachman

(Joint with Robert Fathauer and me.)

http://davidbachman.org

http://davidbachman.org
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Part 2:
Augmenting a Traditional Book

with New Media



What is the idea of the book?
I Popular mathematics book

I Most figures are photographs of 3D prints
I At the sister website 3dprintmath.com, readers can:

I Rotate a virtual model on screen
I Order a print online
I Download the file to 3D print themselves

3dprintmath.com
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Symmetry

Soliton, by Bathsheba Grossman



Symmetry



Polyhedra

Snap tiles by Laura Taalman
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Tilings and curvature



Tilings and curvature

Joint work with Geoffrey Irving
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Tilings and curvature

Joint work with Roice Nelson



Knots and surfaces

Joint work with Keenan Crane
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Joint work with Saul Schleimer



Knots and surfaces



Tools for designing and printing the 3D models

Rhinoceros (rhino3d.com)

I Commercial CAD software
I Happens to be very good for

mathematical models
I “Ruler and compass”

constructions
I Python scripting interface
I Mac and Windows

rhino3d.com


Tools for designing and printing the 3D models

Shapeways (shapeways.com)

I Online 3D printing service
I High quality
I Good service
I Relatively inexpensive

shapeways.com


Making the models available online

I The book’s sister website: 3dprintmath.com

I To view in 3D on screen: sketchfab.com
I To order a copy: shapeways.com
I To download the file: http://thingiverse.com

Why open source?

3dprintmath.com
sketchfab.com
shapeways.com
http://thingiverse.com
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Thanks!

@henryseg
segerman.org
math.okstate.edu/~segerman/
youtube.com/henryseg
shapeways.com/shops/henryseg
thingiverse.com/henryseg

@henryseg
segerman.org
math.okstate.edu/~segerman/
youtube.com/henryseg
shapeways.com/shops/henryseg
thingiverse.com/henryseg

